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IT can be said without any hesitation that the culture of cells and tissues will be the basic
techniques of future biological research. Because micro-organisms require a relatively simple
chemical environment, and viruses parasitize living cells, the microbiologist has been able to
study these forms of life far more readily than the biologist has bcen able to investigate
the more complex cells of plants and animals. The gap has now been closed. Zoologists, if
they wvish to, can culture insect or other animal cells and study their growth and metabolism;
botanists can make plant cells multiply and (lifferenitiate under tissu- culture conditions;
biochcmists can unravel the pathways of biosynthesis in animal cells and break down the
chemical processes of cell division into sequential events. In the medical field, the culture
of cells is both advancing knowledge of virus multiplication, and the understanding of
chromosome abnormalities in human disease. Organ culture, in which the characteristic
morphology of an organ is preserved, is ideal for studying the role of hormones and vitamins
in the control of tissue development; the most recent research in this field shows how
one cell population can influence the morph-ogenctic development of another cell population.
The second edition of "Cell and Tissue Culture," by Dr. John Paul, is, in this reviewer's
opinion, the most up-to-date and comprehensive guide to current tissue culture and organ
culture techniques. The first part of this book. one-third of the whole text, is a concise
survey of our existing knowledgc of cell structure, cell metabolism, and of the chemical
environments in which cells from animiials and plants can grow. Although this section covers
a lot of ground, it deals critically with the material available, and presents to the reader
the conflictinlg results of experiments in recent years. Onc does not always agree with
Dr. Paul's interpretation, but he undoubtedly provides the stimulus for future investigations
with culture techniques.
The major part of the book deals with the practical details of technique. For many years
the uncertainties and complications of tissue culture work have discouraged investigators
from applying it to medical and biological research. The situation is completely changed
by the intro(luctioni of antibiotics and the development of media which are chemically-
definied. It is true that the latter are complicated if one is not a chemist by training, but
once everything, from the distilled watcr to the set of chemical substances, has been decided
and tried, there is no difficulty in culturing cells from human, animal, or plant sources.
lVherc difficulties arise it is frequently found that the source is small traces of oil in pipes,
in the autoclave and in glassware, or inadequatcly prepared glass surfaces.
Dr. Paul's book is the product of much experience in dealing with these technicalities,
and it describes the facts admirably. It is unfortunate that the newcomer to the field has
still to decide, or get advice from someone, on which particular media to use. The hard
fact is that it is too early for anyone to simplify matters by stating that one chemical
formiula is adequate for a particular type of cell growth or maintenance.
Although the second edition of this book appears only one year after the original text,
it is substantially enlarged and most of the additional material concerns the practical technical
details of cell and organ culture. Diagrams have been increased and improved, and there
are excellent photographs of healthy cell cultures, which should encourage anyone not to
be content with second best in his or her results. Dr. Paul's attempt in the last section
to describe special applications, such as histological staining or biochemical analysis in culture
wvork, is not wholly successful. This reviewer finds in it methods whioh he has tried and
discarded for one reason or another. However, it is always possible to acquire the cytological
or biochemical techniques from other sources, or from one's colleagues. The valuable aspect
of the text is that it presents lucidly and in great dectail the practical information which
should lead to a wider use of tissue culture in many fields of investigation. I. L.
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